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Breaking the Word: Weekdays  
Nicholas King SJ  
 Monday January 2nd Sts Basil the Great and Gregory Nazianzen  1 John 2:22-28 Psalm 98:1-4 John 1:19-28  Today we start the new calendar year, possibly a little bleary-eyed; but we are still in the Christmas season, and we continue to meditate on it through our journey through the first letter of John. This is not so much a letter, more a long meditation on the significance of Jesus. In our excerpt, it is insisting that “the Liar”, the “Antichrist”, is anyone who denies the truth about Jesus, or “denies the Father and the Son”. The readers are reminded to “remain” (a very important word in the Johannine literature) in the Father and the Son, in order to obtain the promise, “life eternal”. Then the gospel takes up after the great Prologue to John, but in a rather odd way, attesting to the mystery of who Jesus is, not positively, but negatively, through the witness of John the Baptist, who is busy denying all grand claims, insisting that he himself is “not the Messiah” “not Elijah”, and “not the Prophet”. The evangelist even uses a rather clumsy, formal expression: “he confessed, and he did not deny, and he confessed”. And he points to another, who will precisely be so described; John is simple the “voice of one crying in the wilderness, ‘prepare the way of the Lord’.” Then at last he gives the positive side of his testimony: “In the middle of you stands one whom you people do not know, and I am not worthy to undo the thong of his sandal”. We notice that we have not yet been told who this one might be. And yet, did you not say “Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ” at the end of the gospel?  Tuesday January 3rd 1 John 2:29-3:6 Psalm 98:1, 3-6 John 1:29-34  We continue today our journey into the mystery of who Jesus is, whose birth we are still celebrating. In the first reading, the author uses words that are of immense importance to him in that journey: “born”, “know”, “love”, “the world”, “reveal”, “see”, and, by contrast, “sin” and “lawlessness”. For today it might be good just to sit with these words and see how they function in John’s grasp of God’s plan. The gospel achieves the same effect by actually introducing us to Jesus for the first time 
(29 verses into the story). Still, though, the story is told through the eyes of John the Baptist, who bestows on Jesus the remarkable title of “Lamb of God, the one who takes away the world’s sin”; then he takes the reader back to yesterday’s gospel, and the Baptist’s identification of Jesus, “the one of whom I said, ‘Then after me there is coming a man who came to be before me, because he was my Number One’.” Once again the word “reveal” is used: “that he might be revealed to Israel, this is why I came, baptising in water”. But it is not as simple as that, for “I did not know him; but the One who sent me to baptise in water said to me, ‘The one on whom you see the Spirit coming down and remaining [another very important idea for John] on him, this is the one who baptises in the Holy Spirit’.” Then the identification is completed, in profoundly Johannine language: “And I have seen, and I have borne witness that this one is Son of God”. With this last phrase, the pieces of the mystery really start falling into place.  Wednesday January 4th  1 John 3:7-10 Psalm 98:1, 7-9 John 1:35-42   Today we continue our journey into the mystery of Jesus by way of a look at the appropriate human response. In the first reading, we are warned against being “led astray”, which is defined as “doing sin”, and hence being on the side of the “Slanderer” or “Devil”, against whom “The Son of God has been revealed, in order to untie the words of the Slanderer”. Those who are “children of God” are said “not to do sin, because God’s seed remains in them; and they cannot sin, because they are born of God”. That is how you can tell “God’s children” from “the Slanderer’s children”: the latter class “does not do righteousness…does not love their brother or sister”. The action in today’s gospel takes place on the third day of the mission of John the Baptist, who repeats his identification of Jesus as “Lamb of God”, to such good effect that “two of his disciples…followed Jesus”. Then at last the “Word” actually utters a word: “What are you looking for?”. This is presumably meant also to be the question on the lips of the hearers of the gospel. Their (our) response is the slightly enigmatic “Rabbi…where do you stay?”, to which Jesus replies (and we are surely intended to take this as an invitation to us who read or hear): “Come and you will see”. So they obey and, late in the day, “saw where he stayed and stayed with him”. Only then do we get an indication of who one of them was: “Andrew, the brother of Simon Peter”. There is clearly more to come.  Thursday January 5th  1 John 3:11-21 Psalm 100 John 1:43-51  We go deeper into the Christmas mystery. Here it turns out that the mystery has to do with our relations with other people. In the first reading, it is the message of love, with the stark reminder that love can be replaced by murderous hatred (something 
that our world knows only too well); there is the deeper, more chilling message that our “transfer from death to life” may bring us hatred and death. To this our response is the unexpected, but deeply sane, one of “laying down our lives for the brothers and sisters”, refusing murder and accepting self-sacrifice. Only then “do we have confidence before God”. Today’s gospel, likewise, is a reminder that God’s project needs our assistance; Jesus need the help of the Greek-speaking Philip in order to “go out to Galilee”; but then something quite unexpected happens, for Philip finds someone with a Hebrew name, Nathanael, and tells him that “we have found the Messiah”. Nathanael knows that cannot possibly true, demanding, “Can anything good come from Nazareth?” Then the mystery goes much deeper, as Nathanael is identified as “an Israelite without guile”; when he demands to know how Jesus can be so sure, the mysterious response is “I saw you under the fig-tree”, which means nothing to us, but apparently everything to Nathanael, who in response bestows three titles on Jesus “Rabbi”, “Son of God”, “King of Israel”. As we applaud, we hear the mystery going deeper yet: “You will see heaven opened, and the angels of God going up and coming down upon the Son of Man”. Strange things happen when human beings are open to the mystery of God.  Friday January 6th  1 John 5:5-13 Psalm 147:12-15, 19-20 Mark 1:7-11  Over the next few days, in what remains of the Christmas season, the readings will give us glimpses of the beginnings of Jesus’ ministry. At the same time we continue to follow the first letter of John as it goes deeper into the mystery of who Jesus is: the task is to “overcome the world”, it seems, and our way into that is “believing that Jesus is Son of God”, as indicated by “the witness of God”, whose purpose is to give us “life everlasting”. The gospel starts with John the Baptist pointing to Jesus: “there comes after me the one stronger than me, and I am not fit to bend down and untie the thong of his sandals”. Then we focus on Jesus himself, and, remarkably “he came from Nazareth of the Galilee - and was baptised into the Jordan by John!” But something else happens; for God is there: “immediately coming up out of the water he saw the heavens opening and the Spirit like a dove coming down into him”. Then the evangelist allows us (but none of the contemporary witnesses) to hear God’s comment on Jesus: “You are my Son, the Beloved: in you I am pleased”.   Saturday January 7th   1 John 5:14-21 Psalm 149:1-6, 9 John 2:1-11  The readings for today invite us to have confidence in what God is asking of us. The first reading is the last words of the first letter of John, which we have been following this Christmas season (and from which there is more to come next week). 
The confidence here comes from the certainty that God pays attention to whatever we ask for; and at times that may involve dealing with the fact that our fellow Christians are sinners, and the sense that God can cope (unless, the author tells us, it is a sin that “leads to death”).  The central fact is that we are “from God” and not “from the Evil One”; we are “in Christ; this is the true God, and life eternal”. It is possible that we barely understand this; but we can at least glimpse that there is reason here to be confident. The same is true of today’s remarkable gospel story, the first of Jesus’ “signs” in the Fourth Gospel, the marriage at Cana, with the wine gone, and Mary clearly wanting Jesus to do something about it; perhaps the phrase to which we should pay most attention here is “whatever he tells you, do it”. That then enables the Master of Ceremonies, astonished, to say to the bridegroom, “You have kept the best wine until now”. There are grounds for confidence here.  Monday January 9th  The Baptism of the Lord  Isaiah 42:1-4, 6-7 Psalm 29:1-4, 9-10 Acts 10:34-38 Matthew 3:13-17  Christmas comes to an end today (though some would take it all the way through to February 2nd) with the Baptism of the Lord, which sets the new-born firmly on his way. The first reading is one that the first Christians readily applied to the Lord, the first of the “songs of the Suffering Servant”, described here as “my Chosen, in whom my soul delights”, who is reassured that “I have called you in righteousness…to open the eyes of the blind”. The psalm is likewise reassuring, insisting, again and again, on “the voice of the Lord”, to which Jesus attends on his mission, and which we are likewise invited to hear. In the second reading, Peter is addressing non-Jews, and discovering that they too are part of God’s plan; and why do we read this today? Because Jesus’ mission (and ours) starts with the baptism of Jesus, whom “God anointed with the Holy Spirit and power”. The gospel, in this year of Matthew, is the first evangelist’s account of the baptism; and, like the second reading, it concentrates on the start of the mission: “Jesus came from the Galilee onto the Jordan”, to be baptised. Then there is a courteous spat between him and John, the Baptist refusing to baptise and Jesus insisting that he is indeed to be baptised. He is then rewarded, as “he came up out of the water” by seeing the heavens open and “the Spirit of God coming down like a dove”, and a voice saying, publicly, “this is my beloved son, in whom I am well-pleased”. Now he is ready for action, and so are we.  Tuesday January 10th (Tuesday, Week 1)  Hebrews 2:5-12 Psalm 8:2, 5-9 Mark 1:21-28  
Today we have two new beginnings, as we are, firstly, starting several profitable weeks reading the Letter to the Hebrews, and, secondly, rather a longer time hearing the Gospel of Mark. The letter to the Hebrews is really a theological treatise on “Jesus The Real Thing”; here the argument is that Jesus is “better than any of the angels”, supported by various scripture quotations (slightly disingenuously introduced by “someone, somewhere testifies…”), that Jesus is the one “on whose account and through whom everything was made”, and that he brings us with him into glory. The gospel is different in quite another way: we watch Jesus in action on the first busy day of his mission: “on the Sabbath…into the synagogue”. His teaching is deemed to be “with authority, not like the scribes”. Then he effortlessly defeats unclean spirits, and we are aware that this is a very new beginning indeed.  Wednesday January 11th   Hebrews 2:14-18 Psalm 105:1-4, 6-9 Mark 1:29-39  In today’s first reading, the emphasis is on Jesus’ thoroughgoing humanity, of the same stuff as the children whom he brings to God, without which he could not “cancel out the one who had the power of death”; and then the writer goes on to characterise Jesus as “merciful”, and to use an idea that will take on great importance later in the letter, Jesus as the “High Priest”, one who has suffered temptation. Today’s gospel comes in three separate parts, each of which gives a different angle on Jesus’ humanity. In the first, he has absolutely no difficulty about touching Simon Peter’s mother-in-law in order to heal her, even though she may be doubly impure (and is then set free to serve them). Then, secondly, at the end of the Sabbath, people are free to bring their sick to Jesus for healing: “all those who were in a bad way, and those with demons”. Once again he has no problem in in healing “many who were in a bad way with different kinds of diseases; and he expelled many demons”. In this stage we notice, perhaps a little puzzled, that “he did not allow the demons to speak - because they knew him”. Thirdly, we glimpse the secret of Jesus’ openness to the problems of human beings, that “early in the morning, in the dark of night, he arose and went to a wilderness area and was praying there”. That is the source of his power; but Simon and the rest have no understanding of all this, and try to bring him back to earth. Instead, the mission continues outwards, “proclaiming in their synagogues into the whole of the Galilee, and expelling demons”.  Thursday January 12th  Hebrews 3:7-14 Psalm 95:6-11 Mark 1:40-45  Our first reading today continues to meditate on the significance of who Jesus is. Here the author reflects on Psalm 95, which is also the responsorial psalm for today. 
What matters, it seems, is that we should “listen to [God’s] voice”, and so “enter into [God’s] rest”, and become “sharers in Christ”. Then the gospel gives us a glimpse of what that might mean; it is the story of Jesus’ encounter with a leper, threatening Jesus with contamination and pollution. Jesus’ response is worth watching: “he was gutted, and he touched him”, which of course you should never do to someone with such a contagious disease. Then it gets odder, for when the leper is cured, “he [presumably Jesus] snorted at him [presumably the leper] and immediately threw him out” and told him “see you say nothing to nobody”. Naturally the healed leper does nothing of the kind, but “went out and began to proclaim many things and to spread the word, so that he [Jesus?] could no longer go openly into a city, but was outside in wilderness places. And they were coming to him from everywhere”. We are here just beyond anything that we can easily understand.  Friday January 13th  St Hilary  Hebrews 4:1-5, 11 Psalm 78:3-4, 6-8 Mark 2:1-12  The first reading for today, still meditating on what Psalm 95 is saying to us, offers a warning: “let us be fearful of falling short” of the promise to enter God’s rest. Our task is to make sure God’s word reaches a ready faith in us; “so let us make haste to enter into that rest”. The gospel likewise offers a warning of a sort. It starts with Jesus at his headquarters in Capernaum, beset by crowds, so that the four brave friends who want to bring a paralysis for healing, are forced to do what you should never ordinarily attempt, and “unroof the roof where he was”. The result is somewhat unexpected; for instead of Jesus telling the paralytic “take up your bed and walk”, we hear him say, “Child, your sins are forgiven”. At that point, “some of the scribes turn out to be unexpectedly present, and accuse him on the lethal charge of “blasphemy”. Jesus turns the tables, and in order to demonstrate that “the Son of Man has authority to forgive sins on earth”, does what we thought he would do in the first place: “I’m telling you, rise up, lift up your bed and go into your house”. Naturally he does precisely that; and the spectators, not to mention us who hear the story told, “are amazed and glorify God, saying, ‘We never saw the like’.” Are we ready to hear the warning?  Saturday January 14th  Hebrews 4:12-16 Psalm 19:8-10, 15 Mark 2:13-17  God’s word has a way of getting in amongst us and biting us in the ankle when we are not looking. In todays’ first reading, the author of the Letter to the Hebrews expresses this idea in terms of “the word of God, living and powerful, sharper than a 
two-edged sword”, an uncomfortable image of reaching to “the division of soul and spirit”. Then he returns to the image of the High Priest, which we shall encounter again in the letter; here the High Priest is one who “has gone through the heavens”, and “can resonate with our weaknesses, tested in every respect just like us - though without sin”. So we are invited to “approach the throne of grace with confidence”. The gospel shows its bite in a different way. It starts “by the sea’, which in Mark’s gospel is always a sign that something important is going to happen. Then, improbably enough Jesus summons a tax-collector, “Levi son of Alphaeus”; and that in turn leads to a banquet “in his house”, with “tax-collectors and sinners”. This in turn bites the ankles of the “scribes of the Pharisees”, those stern representatives of a strictly religious cast of mind, and they complain about Jesus’ terrible friends. Jesus’ response may also bite our ankles: “I did not come to call the righteous, but sinners”.   Monday January 16th   Hebrews 5:1-10 Psalm 110:1-4 Mark 2:18-22  In today’s first reading, the author develops the idea of Jesus as a “High Priest”, while in the gospel Jesus is accused, oddly, of being insufficiently religious. The Letter to the Hebrews explores this guiding metaphor, showing how Jesus is “the real thing”, superior to other High Priests, in that they share in human sinfulness, but only of Christ is it said “You are a priest for ever according to the order of Melchisedek” (quoted in today’s psalm); and only of Christ do we learn that his suffering led to his ability to be the “cause of eternal salvation to those who obey him”. How that happens is not explained; but clearly Jesus is the “Real Thing”. In the gospel we are beginning to see that Jesus is a thoroughly controversial figure; here the problem is a disagreement about fasting, which other religious groups (disciples of John the Baptist, Pharisees) go in for, while his disciples apparently do not. Jesus’ answer is in terms of his sense that this is “something completely different”, although there will come a time (in his absence) when they will indeed be fasting. For the moment, however, “new wine into new skins” is the watchword.  Tuesday January 17th  St Antony of Egypt  Hebrews 6:10-20 Psalm 111:1-2, 4-5, 9-10 Mark 2:23-28  Today’s first reading is far from easy; but in part it clearly has to do with how we are to behave, “having served the saints, and continuing to serve them”; but what counts is that “God is not so unjust as to forget”. Then comes a slightly tricky argument based on what happened to Abraham, but the main point is that we have grounds 
for confidence. And the grounds for that confidence is that we have “hope as an infallible and firm anchor for our souls”, and, most important of all, the certainty that “Jesus went before us [into the inner shrine of the curtain], having become a priest for ever, according to the order of Melchisedek. The gospel continues the series of attacks on Jesus; here the problem is that Jesus’ disciples have broken the Sabbath by “plucking ears of corn, as they made their way”. Jesus’ counter-argument is to get them to see the Sabbath rule differently, for David “ate the shew-bread”, which is reserved for priests alone. But the key line here is a double one: first, “the Sabbath came into existence for human beings, and not vice-versa”; and second, “the Son of Man” (a term which Jesus uses only of himself) “is Lord also of the Sabbath”.   Wednesday January 18th   Hebrews 7:1-3, 15-17 Psalm 110:1-4 Mark 3:1-6  The first reading for today continues to meditate on the reality of Jesus by way of the enigmatic figure of Melchisedek, “who has no father, no mother, no genealogy, no beginning of his days, nor any end of life…but remains a priest for ever, “according to the order of Melchisedek” (these words keep coming back, and of course they are a citation from today’s psalm). In the gospel reading, we are in the synagogue, and it is the Sabbath, and in Mark that always means trouble. Then there comes “a man with a withered hand”, and the telling phrase, “and they were watching him, [to see] if on the Sabbath he would cure him”. Jesus throws them a challenge: “is it permitted, on the Sabbath, to do good or to do evil?” They are unable to respond, “and he looked around at them with anger, grieved at their hardness of hearts”, then, effortlessly, heals the man. And what is the upshot? “The Pharisees went out immediately with the Herodians and made a plan against him, how they might destroy him”. The reality of Jesus is a very challenging one.  Thursday January 19th   Hebrew 7:25-8:6 Psalm 40:7-10, 17 Mark 3:7-12  In today’s first reading, we continue the meditation on Jesus the High Priest, and the difference that this idea makes to us. In the first place, it is Jesus’ ability to “save”, which is connected with his being a High Priest of a very different kind, “holy, un-evil, and undefiled…higher than the heavens”. One important element is the sinlessness that the NT agrees in ascribing to Jesus, so that “he does not need to offer sacrifices for his own sins”. For this High Priest “sat down on the right of the Throne of Majesty in heaven”. Jesus is therefore “the mediator of a superior covenant, which is legislated with greater promises”. The gospel does not really see Jesus as a High Priest, but is aware of the great range of his appeal, to crowds “from 
Galilee and Judea and Jerusalem”. This you might have expected: but then they also come from Gentile territory: “Edom and Trans-Jordan and around Tyre and Sidon”. Not only that, but the numbers are so great that he needs a boat in order not to be trampled by the crowds. Then we learn that “he cured many”, so that “they fell on him, for him to touch those who had scourges”. More remarkable still, even the unclean spirits get him right: “They fell down before him and started crying out that ‘You are the Son of God’.” But they have to be told, “not to make him known”. Jesus is not aiming for a public relations success but perhaps that means that after all he is a High Priest of the very best sort?  Friday January 20th  Blessed Cyprian Tansi St Sebastian  Hebrews 8:6-13 Psalm 85:8, 10-14 Mark 3:13-19  In today’s first reading, the author continues the idea that Jesus is “the Real Thing”, contrasting the covenant that he offers with the “first covenant”, by way of a series of Scripture quotations, from Jeremiah and Exodus and even 2 Kings, meditating on the way that first “covenant” had gone wrong, but insisting that God’s fidelity is unfailing. It is a beautiful picture, and we shall do well to spend time with it. The gospel is an important moment in the development of Mark’s story. Jesus goes up the mountain, and “summons those whom he wanted”. And there are three conditions for them (and for us who are called to discipleship). First, they “are to be with him”, and then they are sent out “to preach”, and finally they are “to have authority to cast out demons”. This is the Real Thing, of course, but are they up to it? Mark gives us the twelve names, and some of the nicknames that Jesus gave them, like “Rock” or “Sons of Thunder” or “Canaanite”; and as we listen we reflect that they were not a very impressive bunch, and all of them would run away when the chips were down. Jesus however remains intensely Real.  Saturday January 21st St Agnes  Hebrews 9:2-3, 11-14 Psalm 47:2-3, 6-9 Mark 3:20-21  In today’s first reading, the author continues his eagerness to demonstrate that Jesus is “the Real Thing”, here by contrast with “The First Tent”, which is the Temple of the Old Covenant, while Jesus is “the High Priest of the good things that happened, through the greater and more perfect Tent, not made by hands, so not belonging to this creation”, and not “the blood of goats and bulls, but [and here’s the point] “through his own blood he entered the Holy of Holies, once and for all”. So it is Jesus 
alone who can purify our consciences from dead works, to worship the Living God”. Not that everyone will immediately recognise this to be the case, for in the gospel for today Jesus “comes home”; but because of the crowds he does not have time to eat. In that culture, this is a disgrace for the family, and so we read that “his people came out to arrest him - they said that he was out of his mind”. So we must not suppose that following Jesus will be an immediate ticket to personal success.  Monday January 23rd   Hebrews 9:15, 24-28 Psalm 96:1-6 Mark 3:22-30  Once again the author of the Letter to the Hebrews is arguing that Jesus is the Real Thing, “mediator of a new covenant”, so that “those who are called may receive the promise of an eternal covenant”; and the idea of “not made by human hands” receives some treatment here. The point is that Jesus “entered heaven itself, now to appear in God’s presence on our behalf”. What is more, Jesus does this “once and for all”, rather than “year after year”. Now contrast that with the picture painted in today’s gospel, where there is no such reverence for Jesus; instead, “the scribes who came down from Jerusalem” made the appalling allegation that Jesus “has Beelzeboul, and by the ruler of demons he casts out demons”. Without getting into a rage, Jesus gently points out the absurdity of this allegation; if that were the case, “Satan could not stand”. But there is a further point: to those who accuse him of having “an unclean spirit” he says that “anyone who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit has no forgiveness, ever; but is guilty of an eternal sin”. Obviously accusing Jesus of being a devil-worshipper is a very serious matter; but those good people who read these words and are convinced that they have committed the unforgivable sin have not done so.  Tuesday January 24th St Francis de Sales  Hebrews 10:1-10 Psalm 40: 2, 4, 7-8, 10, 11 Mark 3:31-35  What makes Jesus different? According to today’s first reading, Jesus can reach the parts that others cannot. This is because he came “to do your will, O God”, and he explains that this “will” is what has made us “sanctified, through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once and for all”. This was something, according to our author, that the annual offering of “whole burnt offerings and sacrifices” could not possibly do; Jesus is very different. In the gospel, Jesus redefines what it means to be “family”. At a time when controversy surrounds him, while he is teaching, he is told, “Look! Your mother and your brothers and your sisters are outside looking for you”. His response is very different indeed: “He looked around at those who were sitting 
around him in a circle and says, ‘Look! My mother and my brothers: whoever does the will of God, this is my brother and sister and mother”. Jesus is remarkably different.  Wednesday January 25th  Conversion of St Paul  Acts 22:3-16 or Acts 9:1-22 Psalm 117:1-2 Mark 16:15-18  Today we celebrate, not precisely Paul’s conversion, for that would imply a change of religion, whereas he simply went deeper into his native Judaism, but his first encounter with Jesus. The reason for celebrating it is that it was a pivotal moment in the history of our Church, the move from being primarily a Jewish movement to being almost entirely Gentile. Luke regards this story as so important that he tells it no less than three times, and for today you may choose between the 3rd person narrative in chapter 9 of Acts, and the 1st person account given to a mildly hostile Jewish audience outside the Temple. Both accounts have Saul instructed to preach about Jesus; but the first account specifically mentions, what Paul was very proud of, that he is called “a vessel of choice, to carry my name before Gentiles and emperors”, as well as the children of Israel. Appropriately enough, today’s psalm, the shortest one in the psaltery, captures that thread of Old Testament theology which held that Gentiles, as well as Israelites, were part of God’s plan. Today’s gospel is likewise concerned with the message of Jesus getting out to “the whole world…to all creation”. That is our story, for most of us who celebrate this feast today are not of Jewish extraction, and recognise that the message is for everybody. We owe Paul an immense debt.  Thursday January 26th  Ss Timothy and Titus  2 Timothy 1:1-8 or Titus 1:1-5 Psalm 96:1-3, 7-8, 10 Luke 10:1-9  Today we follow the celebration of Paul’s conversion by honouring the memory of two of his closest collaborators, Timothy and Titus, to whom three letters ascribed to Paul are addressed. And indeed you can make your choice today for the first reading, between the openings of two of those letters. What both of them say to us, along with the gospel, is that we are not to do our task of proclaiming the Good News on our own, for we cannot. So Timothy is reminded of the importance in his life of his mother and grandmother, and of Paul’s “laying-on of hands”. He is also told “not to be ashamed of witnessing to Our Lord, nor of me, his prisoner”. The letter to Titus likewise begins as it should: “Paul, a slave of God, and an apostle of Jesus Christ”, and speaks of the “proclamation with which I was entrusted by the 
command of our Saviour God”. Our task depends entirely on other people, and above all on God and on Jesus.  And that comes out in the gospel, where Jesus’ missionaries are being sent out, not alone but “in twos”, and are instructed to “pray the Lord of the harvest to send workers into the harvest”. They are also to travel light, and to expect to be fed, because the Lord does not abandon his missionaries, “for the labourer is worthy of his hire”. Only with that preparation can they go into a city and “cure the sick and tell them ‘The kingdom of God has drawn near upon you’.” You are not alone in your missionary task, you see.  Friday January 27th  St Angela Merici  Hebrews 10:32-39 Psalm 37:3-6, 23-24, 39-40 Mark 4:26-34  It is not easy, being a disciple of Jesus. In the first reading the author is no longer meditating on the significance of who Jesus is, but looking to encourage his readers, by reminding them of what they have already been through, enduring “the contest with sufferings, and being made a spectacle with abuse and affliction”; but they are also reminded of their “solidarity with the sufferings of those in prison”, and how “you welcomed with joy the plundering of your property, because you knew that you had a better and abiding property”. We slightly shiver at the prospect, but we know that it is the right way to go. In today’s gospel, by contrast, the difficulty is expressed in Jesus’ somewhat impenetrable parables. Here we have the last two given by Mark in his discourse, that of the “seed thrown on the land…it grows and lengthens, he does not know how”, and then that of the “grain of mustard, tiniest of the seeds on the land”, which comes up as “greater than all the vegetables, and makes big branches, so that all the birds of heaven can come and live under its shade”. These stories do not easily yield their meaning, so we notice Mark’s final comment: “he would speak the message to them in parables of this sort, insofar as they could hear it. Apart from parables he would not talk to them. But he resolved everything in private to his own disciples”. We are not to expect the mystery of Jesus easily to surrender itself to our limited intellects.  Saturday January 28th  St Thomas Aquinas  Hebrews 11:1-2, 8-19 Luke 1:69-75 Mark 3:35-41  Today is the feast of Thomas Aquinas, that outstanding gift of the great Dominican order to the Church. He would approve of the message of today’s readings, which is that we have to have faith; and as Thomas well knew, faith is not a matter of believing fourteen impossible things before breakfast, but of soldiering on, 
sometimes in the dark. And Thomas knew full well the importance of asking questions, all the time. Our first reading is a meditation on faith, “the realisation of what is hoped for, the conviction of things not seen”. Then the author gives some examples; in our reading it is the extraordinary story of Abraham and Sara, and you will do well to sit with this story today, and allow your questions to pour forth. The bottom line here is that you can, after all, rely on God. And that is what the disciples have to do in the gospel for today: they are ordered into the boat, and while they struggle with the oars, Jesus is fast asleep. So they wake him up and accuse him of wilful neglect of their needs (have you done that, sometimes?). Without raising a sweat, Jesus gives order to the wind and the sea: “Silence - be muzzled”; and, of course (of course?) “There came a great calm”. The disciples are told off for their cowardice, and instead of responding in faith to him, they ask each other their question: “Who is this, that even the wind and the sea obey him?” What is your answer to this question?   Monday January 30th   Hebrews 11:32-40 Psalm 31:20-24 Mark 5:1-20  Today’s first reading continues the meditation on faith, and on what it enabled people to do: “they overcame kingdoms, did deeds of righteousness, gained the promises…wives received their dead back because of Resurrection…they accepted mockery, whippings, prison and confinement…” And, he concludes, “They did not even make it to the Promise, because God was looking ahead to something greater for us - so that they would not get made perfect apart from us”. That is quite a thought. In today’s gospel, the story of the Gerasene demoniac, we have various kinds of faith, and we might reflect on them, to see where we are on the spectrum. First there is the “demonised man”, who clearly has faith of a sort, because, first, he recognises Jesus: “What have you got to do with me, Jesus Son of God Most High?” (so he has got him right). Secondly, he recognises Jesus’ power, and asks to be sent into the pigs (unclean animals, so the Jewish audience would laugh). Then there is the reaction of the pig-herds, who “reported to the city”; that is neutral enough - but look at the citizens’ reaction: “they came to beg him to leave their frontiers”. This is faith of a sort, I suppose, but they want nothing to do with Jesus. Then finally, there is the newly cured man, who “begged him that he might be with him”. But you cannot appoint yourself a disciple of Jesus, so he is told to “go to your home and to your people and tell them what great things the Lord has done for you, and how he has mercied you”. He has faith of quite a deep sort; and he shows it in this way: “he went off and began to proclaim in the Decapolis what great things Jesus had done for him. And they were all amazed”. Which sort of faith is yours today?  Tuesday January 31st St John Bosco  
Hebrews 12:1-4 Psalm 22:26-28, 30-32 Mark 5:21-43  In today’s first reading the author is encouraging his hearers to keep hold of their faith reassuring them (how reassuring do you find this?) that “you have not yet suffered to the point of shedding your blood”; but the heart of the matter is that they must keep their eyes on Jesus: “directing your attention to Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of your faith, who endured the shameful cross instead of the joy that lay before him, and sat down on the right hand of God’s throne”. In today’s gospel, likewise, two stories wrapped round one another, the focus is unmistakably upon Jesus. Each of them carries a surprise, though: in the first story, we are introduced to “one of the synagogue rulers” and we are convinced that this means trouble, until we realise that he has a name (Jairus, which means something like “he enlightens”), and that he is desperately anxious for his daughter, who is “in her last extremity - please come and lay your hands on her, so that she may be saved and may live”. Then however we meet a woman, impure because of a gynaecological ailment that has lasted for twelve years; she should not be in the crowd, because everyone she touches will be made impure. Mark however allows us to eavesdrop on her thought “If I can touch just his garments, I’ll be saved”. Watch Jesus’ reaction: “Daughter - your faith has saved you”, and we know all will be well. And the same is true of that other woman, the daughter of Jairus, who is told “Talitha koum”, and then given something to eat. Watch Jesus today, very carefully indeed.   Wednesday February 1st Blessed Benedict Daswa  Hebrews 12:4-7, 11-15 Psalm 103: 1-2, 13-14, 17-18 Mark 6:1-6  We have to keep going, whatever the cost. In today’s reading, the author of the Letter to the Hebrews (and we are now nearly at the end of this remarkable document) reminds his hearers that things are going to be tough (“you have not resisted sin to the point of shedding blood”), and that the unfashionable activity of corporal punishment can be a sign of a father’s love. And so he exhorts them to “straighten your drooping hands and your paralysed knees; make straight tracks with your feet…pursue peace with everybody”. There are words for us here. And the gospel likewise reminds us that things can be difficult. We watch Jesus coming back home to Nazareth, with his disciples, a young man with a growing reputation; but the reaction is guarded (he is after all “the boy next door”): “where did this man get all this, what is the cleverness that has been given him? And the big miracles that happen through his agency?” They know all his brothers and sisters and that he is “the carpenter, Mary’s son”, and so “they were shocked at him”. Jesus delivers his devastating verdict that “a prophet is not dishonoured except in his homeland and among his kinsfolk and in his house”. So bad is it that “he could not do any miracle 
there…and he was astonished, because of their lack of faith”. But Jesus keeps going. And what of you, today?  Thursday February 2nd  The Presentation of the Lord  Malachi 3:1-4 Psalm 24:7-10 Hebrews 2:14-18 Luke 2:22-40  God operates unexpectedly, bursts into our consciousness, and so the first reading for this great feast has the Lord “suddenly entering his Temple…who shall resist the day of his coming?” But all will be restored: “the sacrifice of Judah and Jerusalem will please the Lord, as in the days of old, as in the years gone by”. The psalm is written to accompany the solemn entrance of the Ark, God’s presence, into the Temple. The second reading, from Hebrews, gives a different angle on this idea: “the children have shared flesh and blood”, but somehow Jesus is going to “cancel out through death the one who has the power of death”. And, remarkably, “in so far as he himself suffered by being tempted, he is able to help those who are being tempted”. The gospel reminds us how faithful are Joseph and Mary to what God commands (“when the days of his purification were fulfilled”) and how they made the offering of the poor (“a pair of turtle-doves or two young pigeons”). Then we meet (unexpectedly, you see) those Old Testament characters, Symeon and Hannah, both of whom proclaim the significance of this child. But you can only live for so long with high drama, so in the end, we go back to where Mary first met the Lord: “and when they had fulfilled all the things according to the Law of the Lord, they returned to the Galilee, to their city of Nazareth…” There is more to come in this story.   Friday February 3rd Saint Blaise  Hebrews 13:1-8 Psalm 27:1, 3, 5, 8-9 Mark 6:14-29  We are almost at the end of the Letter to the Hebrews now, and the author is trying to get across to his audience how he wants them to behave: “let love of the community remain, do not forget hospitality to immigrants…remember prisoners” But above all, what makes sense of their lives (and ours) is “Jesus Christ, yesterday and today, the same forever”. Quite different, though (and the contrast is telling) is the story in today’s gospel, magnificently narrated by the evangelist. It is the story, inserted to cover the time while Jesus’ disciples are out on their first mission, of the decapitation of John the Baptist. Mark has made of this a “sandwich”, the story of John’s death and the story of the disciples going out, wrapped round each other, and 
intended to be interpreted by one another. The connection is the question of “who is Jesus?”. For Mark, he is the Messiah who is going to die, and for Herod, a guilty conscience is stirring. The story is a memorable one, the political situation, John’s denunciation of Herod, Herod’s attraction to John, the drunken oaths, (“up to half my kingdom”) after the dancing girl has given the old man pleasure. Then the terrible demand for “the head of John the Baptist”, and the unavailing regrets. Herod is a model of how not to behave; John the Baptist is a warning about what will happen to Jesus. But God is still in charge.  Saturday February 4th  Hebrews 13:15-17, 20-21 Psalm 23 Mark 6:30-34  We are now at almost the very end of the letter to the Hebrews, and how are the author’s hearers to react after some very striking theology about Jesus the Real Thing? They are to “offer a sacrifice of praise through all time to God”; they are not to “forget doing good and community”, and, finally, they are told, “obey your leaders”. The leadership, however is to be after the model of Jesus “the great shepherd”, which is presumably why the psalm for today is the lovely “The Lord is my Shepherd”. In the gospel we actually watch Jesus doing some shepherding. For the apostles come back from their mission, all full of the great things that they have been doing, and they are invited to a private retreat in the desert; but as it turns out, they cannot get any privacy, and “many people saw them going, and realised, and they ran there on foot from all the cities”. And instead of complaining at this breach of their privacy, what does Jesus do? “He went out and saw a great crowd - and he was gutted for them, because they were like sheep who had no shepherd. And he began to teach them many things”. So much for their privacy.  Monday February 6th  Saints Paul Miki SJ and Companions  Genesis 1:1-19 Psalm 104:1-2, 5-6, 10, 12, 24, 35 Mark 6:53-56  Today, as we recall the martyrs who helped build the Church in Japan, we are offered an appropriate set of readings. Today we start some weeks of reading the opening chapters of Genesis; and so our first reading is the opening words of the Bible, the first half of the later of the two biblical accounts of Creation, which displays God as bringing order out of chaos, “separating” the various conflicting elements (this fits well enough the story of those first Japanese Christians). This account envisages the creation of taking place over seven days (our reading gives us the first four), which are clearly to be read as God’s complete control of creation, giving it order and shape. Then today’s psalm is one of the greatest hymns in the 
whole psalter, and meditates on the wonders of God’s creation. It is a slightly random selection from the psalm, but we can all join in the final verse: “Bless the Lord, my soul - Alleluia!” In the gospel, as so often, Jesus’ preaching of the Kingdom is understood as restoring God’ damaged creation: “they began to bring on stretchers those who were in a bad way, when they heard he was there”. Then we hear that “they begged him that they might touch even the hem of his garment - and whoever touched him were being saved”. This is creation restored, as indeed is the death of the martyrs whom we venerate today.  Tuesday February 7th  Genesis 1:20-2:4 Psalm 8:4-9 Mark 7:1-13  In today’s first reading, we finish the later of the two accounts of the creation of the world, days five to seven, when the fish and birds and sea monsters are created, followed by wild animals and creepy-crawlies and cattle, then, finally, human beings “in our image, after our likeness”. And we share the rejoicing over God’s creation, and we note that God’s inspection of the cosmos revealed that “it was very good”. We are also told of God’s precious gift to us, of the Sabbath: “God rested on the seventh day from all his work; God blessed the seventh day and made it holy. In the gospel we have a rather different tone, “Pharisees and some of the scribes” complaining that Jesus’ disciples ignore the traditions of the elders. Jesus’ devastating answer is that “you people abandon God’s command and hold on to human traditions”, a charge that could be laid against many religious people in our age. Jesus then summons the crowd, and teaches them that it is not creatures outside a person that can make them impure, but what comes from inside. We need to reflect on this gospel today.  Wednesday February 8th St Jerome Emiliani St Josephine Bakhita   Genesis 2:4-9, 15-17 Psalm 104:2, 1-2, 27-30,  Mark 7:14-23  Today in our first reading, we hear the second of the two accounts of creation. This offers a lovely picture of a God who “rolls up his sleeves and gets down to work”, and so transforms the barren and waterless earth into a place where human beings can work; then God produces the first human being (“Adam”) out of the soil (“adamah” - the pun makes the point that we are “of the earth” by God’s loving intervention), by “blowing into his nostrils”. And our attention is drawn to one tree in particular: “the tree of the knowledge of good and bad”; and clearly there is more to come, for the “Adam” is told that this is the only tree whose fruit he is not permitted to eat. The gospel raises the related question: “what can human beings 
eat?”, after Jesus’ opponents have attacked him because of the impure eating habits of his disciples. Jesus has just told the crowds that what makes a person impure is not what goes in but what comes out; as usual, the disciples have no idea what he is talking about. Jesus castigates them: “So: are you also devoid of understanding?” The point is that “what comes into a person goes to the belly, not the heart [where they really operate from], and thence into the sewer”. Mark adds the comment “thus he declared all foods clean”, and follows with a list of the things that really make us impure, and damaging to God’s creation: “sexual misbehaviours, thievings, murders, adulteries, acts of greed, wickednesses, guile, indecent conduct, evil eye, blasphemy, arrogance, stupidity”. Those are the (uncreated) things that pollute a person. There is a challenge here for us.  Thursday February 9th   Genesis 2:18-24 Psalm 128: 1-5 Mark 7:24-30  How are men and women to relate to each other? As equals, is what today’s readings tell us. In the first reading, we are awed listeners as the Lord God shows concern that the “Adam” should not be on his own; then we watch as the Lord, tenderly almost, creates animals and birds, and brings them, one after another, to the “Adam” to see what he might call them, and allows that to be the name. Then comes God’s greatest triumph, the making of wo-man, so called by the man because (in a Hebrew pun that just about works in English) she is made from -man; and the narrator comments “this is why a man leaves father and mother and cleaves to his wo-man”. In today’s psalm we have a beautiful picture of domestic bliss, “your wo-man like a fruitful vine” (not all women would today be entirely gratified by this description, it must be said), and “your children like the pruning of olive-trees around your table”. Then the gospel has Jesus outside his comfort-zone, in Gentile territory, and unsuccessfully trying to pass unnoticed, and there meets a woman with a daughter possessed of “an unclean spirit” who wants a miracle. Jesus’ first instinct is to reject her, on the grounds that “it is not appropriate to take the food that belongs to the children and give it to little dogs”. Far from being offended, the woman takes up the image and turns it back on Jesus, so becoming one of only two people in the gospels ever to make him change his mind. (Can you remember who the other was?)  Friday February 10th  St Scholastica  Genesis 3:1-8 Psalm 32:1-2, 5-7 Mark 7:31-37  Today’s readings offer us two remarkable stories; the gospel talks about what God does to our human inability to communicate, while the first reading (and the psalm, 
for that matter) is a tale about the mystery of sin, in which we are all implicated. It is an enchanting story, though it should make us wriggle uncomfortably, for we have all given way to the sophisticated reasoning that whispers in our ear “Nonsense! You’re not going to die if you eat it - and look how nice it is!”; and then we have all given in, and like Eve, implicated others in the catastrophe of disobedience. The story ends tellingly: “then the eyes of both of them were opened - and they realised that they were naked”. And just at that moment “they heard the sound of the Lord God moving about in the garden…and they hid from the Lord God”. Why would you do that? Then in the gospel Jesus encounters someone who is not hiding, but who is utterly unable to communicate (“deaf and dumb”), and uses spittle and touch and his native Aramaic (“Ephphatha”) to restore him. Finally we hear the verdict: “he has done everything beautifully; he both makes the deaf hear and the unspeaking to speak”. Here God is at work undoing the damage our disobedient responses have done to his creation.  Saturday February 11th Our Lady of Lourdes World Day of Prayer for the Sick   Genesis 3:9-24 Psalm 90:2-6, 12-13 Mark 8:1-10  This great feast-day, when we are invited to pray for those who are sick, may remind us to recognise the mess that we can make when we ignore God’s commands. In the first reading, Adam reveals (as though God did not already know) why he has been hiding “because I was naked”, then he blames the woman (not for the last time in history) and she blames the snake (who has no one to speak up for him). It means, of course, that they have to leave the wonderful garden that God had given them, but we should notice that God is still actively caring for them, for, in a rarely-noted passage, the narrator comments that “For the man and his wife the Lord God made leather garments with which he clothed them”. This is not the tyrant deity beloved of our over-heated imaginations. Look now at the gospel, where a hungry crowd surrounds Jesus. And what is his reaction? “I am gutted for the crowd, because already three days they are staying with me - and they have nothing to eat”. The disciples, unsympathetic as ever, just want to get rid of them, but Jesus effortlessly gives them bread to eat, out of the “seven loaves” and “a few fish” that were available. And the result?  “They all ate and had their fill; and they took up the fragments left over - seven baskets”. Once God gets into the act the results are remarkable.  Monday February 13th  Genesis 4:1-15, 25 Psalm 50:1, 8, 16-17, 20-21 Mark 8:11-13 
 In today’s first reading we are offered an account of the tendency towards murder that has never ceased to disfigure the human race, down to the present day. It is the story of Cain and Abel. Tension between siblings is not unknown in our world, and is common enough in the Bible. Cain murders his brother because Abel’s sacrifice was more acceptable to God than his own. But then he has to face the truth of what he has done; and it is not good enough to ask, “Am I my brother’s keeper?” But because God is faithful, the story continues, and Eve gives birth to Seth. The gospel reading is not precisely about murder, though Mark has already told us that the Pharisees are in a conspiracy to kill Jesus, and here they are demanding a sign. Jesus “sighed in his spirit”, refuses to play the game and “leaving them, he again went aboard and left for the other side”. Death stalks these pages.  Tuesday February 14th Saints Cyril and Methodius, Patrons of Europe  Acts 13:46-49 Psalm 117 Luke 10:1-9  So you thought that today was the feast of St Valentine, did you? Well today we are to celebrate not the springtime of love, but two brothers who preached the gospel to Eastern Europe and invented new alphabets to do so, back in the 9th Century. And what do the readings say about these two? In the first reading we are listening to the aftermath of Paul’s first synagogue sermon; it has gone well, but there has been a counter-reaction, in the light of which the message is now to go out to non-Jews, who “rejoiced and glorified the word of God”. This is backed up by the psalm, the shortest in the book, but one which emphasises that absolutely everyone is called to praise God, whether they are Jews or not (because God is faithful). The gospel is the sending out of Jesus’ first missionaries, seventy (seventy-two in some manuscripts) of them, “like lambs in the midst of wolves”, and with instructions to “eat what is put before you, cure those who are sick [in whatever city you come to], and tell them “The Kingdom of God has come near upon you”. This is a much tougher mission than the sentimentalising of romantic love. And it is yours, today.  Wednesday February 15th  Genesis 8:6-13, 20-22 Psalm 116: 12-15, 18-19 Mark 8:22-26  The readings today speak to us of the fidelity of God. In today’s first reading, Noah and his family and the array of animals are still in the Ark, but the waters are going down; so Noah (in his 601st year) sends out first a raven and then a dove, to check how the process is going, and, as it turns out, the earth was dry in less than two months. What counts here is that God has not destroyed his human race, despite all our many mistakes. In the gospel, Jesus has a blind man brought to him, “in order 
that he might touch him”. The healing that follows is unusual in that, first, Jesus “taking the blind man’s hand led him out of the village”; then, secondly, he “spat into his eyes and put his hands on him”; thirdly, Jesus sounds a little unconfident: “do you see anything?”; fourthly, the healing is not quite complete: “I see human beings, but I see them walking like trees”. Fifthly, Jesus makes another attempt, and “placed his hands on his eyes”, after which “he saw clearly”. Finally, the man is told, “don’t go into the village”. But at the end of the day, we know, as in the first reading, that God has been faithfully at work.   Thursday February 16th   Genesis 9:1-13 Psalm 102:16-21, 29, 22-23 Mark 8:27-33  Each of our readings today marks a turning-point. The first reading is the aftermath of the Flood and the new dispensation in Nature and God’s covenant with Noah and his offspring. And, in a beautiful gesture, God offers the rainbow as a sign of the permanence of this covenant: “I shall set my bow in the clouds as a sign of the covenant between me and the earth”. That is something to meditate upon today, a great turning-point in the relationship between God and his creation. Then today’s gospel is the halfway mark of Mark’s gospel. It has two bits to it. First, there is the question of Jesus’ identity: what are people saying about him, and what do the disciples think of him. Peter speaks for us all when he says, very simply, “You are the Messiah”. And Peter is absolutely right; but what he cannot handle is the second part of our reading, where Jesus is revealed as a dying Messiah: “the Son of Man must suffer many things and be rejected by the elders and the Chief Priests and the scribes and be killed - and after three days rise again”. This is too much for Peter, but when he protests he is sharply brought back into line:  “Go after me, Satan - because you are not thinking God-thoughts but human thoughts”. The remaining chapters of Mark’s gospel now are now given over to Jesus’ instruction of his disciples: the crowds disappear, miracles are few and far between, and the story is overshadowed by Jesus’ inevitable death. This is a powerful turning-point.  Friday 17th February The Seven Founders of the Servite Order  Genesis 11:1-9 Psalm 33:10-15 Mark 8:34-9:1  What is the appropriate way to draw near to God? Not, it seems, by building skyscrapers. Today’s first reading is the story of “Babel”, which is the Hebrew name for Babylon, and the building of ziggurats, to avoid “being scattered over all the earth”. This brings on the charming picture of the Lord inspecting the city, and seeking to limit their achievements by confusing their language to limit the extent of 
their ambition. Our task is not to build newer, bigger and better buildings, but to listen out for what God is saying to us. And in the gospel, God in the person of Jesus is saying something very uncomfortable to us: “if someone wants to follow after me, let them deny themselves, and take up their cross and follow me”. So we are not to think in terms of success but of failure: “what does it profit a person to gain the entire universe and suffer the loss of their soul?” We are warned not to be casual about God’s invitation.  Saturday February 18th   Hebrews 11:1-7 Psalm 145:2-5, 10-11 Mark 9:2-13  In today’s first reading, we are invited to reflect on the Noah story that we looked at yesterday through the lens of the New Testament, and particularly that of the gifted theologian who wrote the Letter to the Hebrews. This is the part of the document where the readers are being encouraged to “faith - the substance of things hoped for, the proof of things not seen”. Noah is an example of this, “warned by faith about things not yet seen, became apprehensive and built an ark to save his house”. Faith is not easy. Just occasionally, though, we get a glimpse of the truth; and this is what happens in today’s gospel, Mark’s account of the Transfiguration of Jesus, before the astonished (and uncomprehending) gaze of Peter and James and John, as Jesus chats as (at least) an equal before Elijah and Moses. Peter has no idea, and wants to build a camping-site. Mark charitably comments that “he had no idea how to respond”; but then it gets more mysterious, with a cloud, and the voice of God “this is my Son, the Beloved - listen to him”. This “inner cabinet” among Jesus’ disciples are still scratching their heads about the meaning of all this as they go down the mountain, and have to be warned not to tell anyone “until the Son of Man is risen from the dead”. All they can do at this point is to wonder about “rising from the dead”. Then they get onto Elijah, and why the scribes say “Elijah must come first”. To this Jesus replies that “Elijah has come - and they did with him whatever they wanted, as it was written about him”.  Faith is what keeps us going through the dark.  Monday February 20th  Sirach 1:1-10 Psalm 93:1-2, 5 Mark 9:14-29  Today we start a brief read through “The Wisdom of Jesus ben Sira”, which is a remarkable attempt by a traditionally-minded pious Jew to speak to his contemporaries, dazzled by the brilliant materialistic society in which they lived (sound familiar?), reassuring them that their ancient biblical traditions offered a signpost and a way of finding meaning in life. This work was then translated into Greek by his grandson, so that Egyptian Jews who had forgotten their Hebrew could 
likewise be reassured. It starts, and in a way this sums up the whole work, “All wisdom comes from the Lord…the Lord created her”. What is going on here is a reminder that everything comes from God, and finds its meaning in God. That is perhaps what is happening in today’s gospel, as Jesus and his “inner cabinet” descend from the Mountain of the Transfiguration and find a quarrel going on, because the disciples had been unable to cure “a boy with a dumb spirit”. Jesus is not impressed: “faithless generation” he calls them; but he asks the boy’s father a few questions, and then simply orders the spirit: “dumb and deaf spirit I command you: come out of him and no longer enter into him”. At that point, the boy seems to be dead, but Jesus “took him by the hand, and raised him up - and he was raised up!”. The disciples want to know why they failed, and the answer is “this kind cannot come out except by prayer”. If we want to find meaning in life and to learn how to function, then we need to build our relationship with the God who makes it possible.   Tuesday February 21st St Peter Damian  Sirach 2:1-11 Psalm 37:3-4, 18-19, 27-28, 39-40 Mark 9:30-37  Discipleship is not easy, and that is where ben Sira starts in our first reading, a teacher addressing his pupils: “When you come to serve the Lord, prepare yourself for trials…accept whatever befalls you”. But there are still grounds for confidence: “Has anyone called upon [the Lord] and been disappointed?” Something of the same teaching is taking place in today’s gospel. It starts with Jesus, for the second time, telling his disciples that “the Son of Man is being handed over to human beings - and they will kill him”. Mark comments “but they did not understand the message; and they were afraid to ask him”. Then they reach their headquarters, and Jesus asks them what they had been arguing about on the road. This silences them, as they had been quarrelling about who was Mr Big; so then he uses a child as a visual aid: “whoever receives one of these little children in my name, receives me”. Discipleship is difficult precisely because it is not a matter of grabbing for power, which is what our world tends to suppose is the only thing that matters.  Wednesday February 22nd The Chair of St Peter  1 Peter 5:1-4 Psalm 23 Matthew 16:13-19  Today the liturgy celebrates the ancient feast (it is at least 17 centuries old) of the See of Peter; the readings focus, of course, on the person of Peter, not by way of his personal aggrandisement, but simply as “a witness of the sufferings of Christ” and a “fellow-elder”, who does not “lord it over the portion but being a model for the 
flock”. Appropriately enough, the psalm for the feast is “The Lord is my Shepherd”, which gives a model for how leadership is to be exercised in the church. In today’s gospel, we see Peter once again getting things right. When Jesus asks the disciples what people are saying about him, they come up with various answers of a suitably religious sort; and when Jesus asks for their own view of him, it is Simon Peter who responds: “You are the Messiah, the son of the Living God”. That hits the jackpot, of course, and he is congratulated “Simon bar Jona: flesh and blood did not reveal this to you, but my Father, the one in the heavens”. Then he gives him the nickname of “Rock”, and tells him, “on this ‘Rock’ I shall build my church”. No sooner, of course, has Jesus said all these things, than Peter gets it spectacularly wrong, and refuses to accept the idea of a dying Messiah. What we celebrate today is not the greatness of particular human beings but the fidelity of God despite our incompetence and frailty.  Thursday February 23rd  St Polycarp  Sirach 5:1-8 Psalm 1:1, 4-6 Mark 9:41-50  Polycarp is one of those names that link us back to the earliest days of the Church; he died a martyr in the middle of the second century, graciously and memorably. So the readings for today fit him well. The first reading warns us against relying on our own possessions, and against postponing our conversion to the Lord. The psalm is the very first one in the book, where we are warned to walk, not with the “wicked” but with the “just”. The gospel for today is a warning (something that Polycarp did not need to be told) that there are more important considerations than those of our own comfort: being offered a drink “in the name of belonging to Christ”, not “undermining one of these little ones who are believers”; then being prepared to remove a hand or a foot or an eye, if they lead us into sin. The gospel ends with a meditation on salt as that which gives flavour, and its uselessness if it fails to do just that. Our task is, of course, to be salt to the world, and not to run away from the sharpness that this implies. Polycarp would approve.   Friday February 24th  Sirach 6:5-17 Psalm 119:12, 16, 18, 27, 34-35 Mark 10:1-12  Today’s first reading is a charming meditation on the nature of friendship; and it is not simple-minded, either: “let your acquaintances be many, but one in a thousand your confidant”, and “one sort of a friend is a friend when it suits him, but will not be with you in the time of distress”. In the end, though, “a faithful friend is beyond price…a faithful friend is a life-saving remedy”. And you cannot keep God out of the 
question: “the one who fears God behaves appropriately; his friend will be like himself”. The issue in today’s gospel is rather different; Jesus is teaching the crowds (who evidently loved being with him), but then “Pharisees approached and interrogated him” on the tricky subject of divorce. Their question is one that was often asked in that culture: “can a man divorce a woman?” Jesus will have nothing to do with this, and as so often is protecting the underdog (which a woman would be in that society). When they say that Moses allowed divorce, he argues that “it was for your hardness of heart that he wrote this commandment”, and quotes Scripture to prove it. The disciples pressure him on this question, but Jesus is unyielding: “a man who divorces his wife and marries another one is committing adultery on her”. It is essential to treat other people as human beings, especially if they are at the bottom of the heap.   Saturday February 25th   Sirach 17:1-13 Psalm 103:13-18 Mark 10:13-16   Once you put God at the centre of your world, things necessarily look very different. As our first reading puts it, “the Lord from the earth created us…forms our tongues and eyes and ears…that we may describe the wonders of God’s deeds and praise God’s holy name”. This is a beautiful picture of God’s creation reflecting the One who made it. The same idea runs through the psalm for today “As a father has compassion on his children, so the Lord has compassion on his holy ones…remembers that we are dust”. Then in the gospel, the message comes across in a different way. We are witnesses to one of Jesus’ rare flashes of anger, when the apostles thought that he was too important to be interested in the children that people were bringing for him to touch; Jesus recognises, what they do not, that “of such is the Kingdom of God”, for children, unlike the self-important apostles, are aware that they are merely creatures. Then Jesus ends this with a beautiful gesture that makes the point absolutely clear: “he took them in his arms and blessed them, laying his hands upon them”.   Monday February 27th  Sirach 17:24-29, Psalm 32:1-2, 5-7 Mark 10:17-27  The heart of the matter with regard to God is compassion, of which today’s first reading speaks so warmly: “how great is the mercy of the Lord, the forgiveness of those who come back to him”. For God is utterly beyond us: “God watches over the hosts of highest heaven, while mortals are dust and ashes”. The psalmist knows this well: “happy the sinner whose fault is removed, whose sin is forgiven”, he sings. But there is nothing at all that we can do to guarantee God’s goodness to us, as the 
episode in today’s gospel makes clear. It is the story of the “bumptious pietist”, who comes bouncing up to Jesus and asks, “what am I to do in order to inherit eternal life?”. Jesus offers him the Ten Commandment, but he airily responds “Teacher, I’ve kept all that since I was a lad”; so now it is time to let the truth about God appear, and we are told that “Jesus looked closely at him, and loved him”. Then he tells him what is missing (we human beings are not God): “off you go - whatever you possess, sell it and give it to the poor. And come here - follow me”. This is a step too far for the man; and Jesus (compassionately enough) underlines the message: “it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich person to enter God’s Kingdom”. This is something that only God can do; and it is done with compassion.  Tuesday February 28th   Sirach 35:1-12 Psalm 50:5-8, 14, 23 Mark 10:28-31  What is in it for us? What is the point of obeying God or following Jesus? Those anguished questions often tremble on the lips of believers, and may find an answer in today’s readings. So ben Sirach firmly says, in our first reading, that “to keep the Law is a great offering, and those who observe the commandments sacrifice a peace-offering” or “in generous spirit give your homage to the Lord, be generous with freewill gifts”. That is what Peter is grappling with in the gospel for today, when, after Jesus has given some pretty stark teaching about money, he says, “Look! We’ve left everything and followed you”, and leaves it hanging in the air. Then Jesus gives the answer: “anyone who has left home or brother or sisters or mother or father or children or estates for my sake…will receive a hundredfold, now in this time”. But we should notice one important qualifying clause: “with persecutions”, and the statement often heard on Jesus’ lips: “many who are first shall be last - and the last shall be first”. There is a great deal “in it for us”, but we need to see it with God’s eyes.  
